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Cover photo–
Constructed of painted stainless steel, steel, and 
aluminum, Torn Notebook is a signature large-scale 
sculpture on the University Nebraska–Lincoln campus. 
Renowned sculptors Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van 
Bruggen conceived and built the three-piece artwork, 
now a landmark at the corner of 12th and Q streets, 
from 1993 to 1996. The handwritten words on the torn 
pages, which stretch more that 20 feet high, reflect the 
artists’ impressions of Lincoln. Its spiral binding might 
reference a spinning tornado; fluttering pages suggest 
birds carried on Plains winds. 
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1CHAPTER		ONEWho We Are 
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1
There Is No Place Like Nebraska
Good Old Nebraska U
Where the Girls are the Fairest
The Boys are the Squarest 
Of Any old place that I knew.
There Is No Place Like Nebraska,
Where we’re all True Blue.
Where we all stick together
In All Kinds of Weather
For Dear Old Nebraska U!









repertoire:	The Star Spangled Banner,	the	









































1 Robert E. Knoll, Prairie University: A History of the University of  
 Nebraska, Lincoln and London: The University of Nebraska Press, 1995.  
 Page 2. 







































2 Prairie University, Page 2.
College of Ancient and Modern 
Literature, Mathematics, and 
Natural Sciences created
1871
College of Literature, Science 
and the Arts created
College of Agriculture created
1871
1872
Engineering courses first 
offered
1877
Name changed from College 
of Agriculture to Industrial 
College. Also included 
Engineering
1877
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3 Robert E. Knoll, The Founders of the Graduate College, A Century of Achievement One hundred years of graduate research, education and creative activity at The  
 University of Nebraska–Lincoln. David A. Ochsner, editor. University of Nebraska, 2001. Page 30.
 Prairie University, Page 25. 
University of Nebraska system web site: 
www.unl.edu/resources/1-1
University of Nebraska–Lincoln web site: 
www.unl.edu/resources/1-2
Institute of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources web site: 
www.unl.edu/resources/1-3
University of Nebraska system 
organizational chart: 
www.unl.edu/resources/1-4
University of Nebraska–Lincoln 
organizational chart: 
www.unl.edu/resources/1-5







































5 Alvin S. Johnson, Pioneer’s Progress, An Autobiography by Alvin Johnson, Bison Books/University of Nebraska Press, 1960. Page 7. 
6 Pioneer’s Progress, An Autobiography by Alvin Johnson. Pages 77-78.
7 Willa Cather, My Antonia, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, c. 195. Page 258. 
8 Prairie University, Page 28
Law courses began in a 
makeshift Central College 
of Law
1888
First courses for Teachers 
College offered
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9 Robert E. Knoll, The Founders of the Graduate College, Page 21
University Hall, 11th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1877






































10 Founders of the Graduate College, Page 38
11 Founders of the Graduate College, Page 23
12 Founders of the Graduate College, Page 2
Journalism courses first 
offered
1894
School of Domestic Science 
established
1898
School of Domestic Science  
name changed to Department 





First Graduate degree granted
1896
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13 Prairie University, Page 92
1 Prairie University, Page 93
15 R. McClaren Sawyer, Centennial History of the University of Nebraska II: The Modern University: 1920-1969. Centennial Press, a division of Cliffs Notes.  
 Lincoln, Nebraska, 1973. Page 71
Temporary buildings on University of Nebraska mall, 1947






































16 Centennial History, Page 79
17 [www.unl.edu/resources/1-6]
18 Centennial History, Page 165
19 Centennial History, Page 181
College of Engineering 
established
1909
Industrial College name 
changed to College of 
Agriculture
1909
School of Commerce 
established
1913
Certificate in Journalism 
established
1917
College of Arts and Sciences 
established
1908
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UNL war protest, September 1970










































School of Journalism founded
1923
Department of Architecture 
established
1930
School of Fine Arts 
established
1938
Department of Home 
Economics in College of Ag 
name changed to School of
 Home Economics
1962
School of Commerce name 
changed to College of 
Business Administration
1919
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Union Memorial Plaza, 2006





































Department of Architecture 
name changed to School of 
Architecture
1964
College of Engineering 
name changed to College of 
Engineering and Technology
1970
School of Architecture 
name changed to School of 
Environmental Development
1970
College of Agriculture  and 
Home Economics name 
changed to College of 
Agriculture
1970
College of Agriculture 
name changed to College 
of Agriculture and Home 
Economics
1964
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Engaging the Power of Red – 





































Kauffman Center (left) and Selleck Quad








































School of Environmental 
Development name changed 
to College of Architecture
1973
Institute of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources established
1974
School of Journalism becomes 
independent of College of Arts 
and Sciences
1979
College of Agriculture  name 
changed to College of 
Agricultural Sciences and 
Natural Resources
1990
College of Home Economics 
established
1970
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Plains	to	engage	the	world.	We	stake	our	claim	with	pride.	There is No Place Like Nebraska.
College of Home Economics 
name changed to College of 
Human Resources and Family 
Sciences
1993
College of Fine and Performing 
Arts established
1993
School of Journalism 
name changed to College 
of Journalism and Mass 
Communications
1994
College of Fine and Performing 
Arts name changed to  
Hixson-Lied College of Fine 
and Performing Arts
2000
College of Education and 
Human Sciences established
2003
College of Engineering and 
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2 Our vision for the year 2019 
is that the University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln become 
one of the leading public 
research universities in the 
nation and ranked among 
the strongest state universities 
in academic quality. … The 
University of Nebraska–
Lincoln has a legacy of being 
one of the nation’s great 
public research universities. 
… (W)e need to recommit 
ourselves to building and 
retaining strong faculty who 
are dedicated to the process 
of discovery and to create an 
environment that supports 
and encourages their best 
efforts.
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
The	tradition	of	the	state	of	the	university	speech	has	continued;	most recently, Chancellor Harvey 
Perlman has used the State of the University address to urge the university community to work 
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viewed	this	reallocation	process	as	considerably	less	than	highly	successful,	the	document	laid	the	
foundation	for	future	efforts	to	build	on	strengths.















• A 2020 Vision: The Future of Research and Graduate Education at 













• Intellectual Engagement and Achievement at UNL: The report of the 
Blue Sky Committee (2003) (Often	called	the	Blue Sky Report	because	it	was	a	
report	from	the	Blue	Sky	Committee.)










• Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher: The Report of the Transi-
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Selleck Quad renovation, 2004
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Academic/Research Space
Burnett Hall general purpose classroom renovation, space for Psychology 1997
TDC Building – Technology Park research project incubation space 1997
Walter Scott Engineering Building office space renovation 1997
420 University Terrace office space renovation for International Affairs, Academic Senate and other units 1999
Beadle Center research space renovation 2000
Agricultural Communications Building office space renovation 2000
Seaton Hall renovation of office space for Graduate Studies, Undergraduate Studies, Ethnic Studies 
and interdisciplinary studies
2000
Andersen Hall renovation of acquired office building into additional classroom and office space for 
College of Journalism and Mass Communications
2001
Esther Kauffman Academic Residential Center newly built classroom and living space for J.D. Edwards Honors Program in Computer 
Science and Management
2001
Teachers College Hall newly built classroom and office space for education programs 2001
Hewit Place newly built center for research space and art gallery space for Center for Great Plains 
Studies, Lentz Center for Asian Culture and Great Plains Art Center
2001
Richards Hall renovation of historic building for art classroom/studio and gallery space 2001
Andrews Hall classroom renovation and addition of student study space 2001
Hazardous Materials Facility newly built area for proper storage and handling of hazardous materials in support of 
research
2001
Othmer Hall newly built addition of research, office, and classroom space for Chemical and 
Biomolecular Engineering
2001
Love Library renovation of building systems, repurposing space 2003
McCollum Hall Law library addition and renovation 2003
Barkley Center addition of research space 2003
Avery Hall renovation of classroom, office and research space for Computer Science and 
Mathematics
2004
Oldfather Hall renovation of classrooms and addition of instructional technology for Anthropology and 
Geography
2005
Seaton Hall renovation of 2nd and 3rd floor office space for Undergraduate Studies and special 
programs like Judaic Studies, Women’s Studies
2005
Vet Diagnostic Lab addition and renovation of research space 2005
Vet Basic Science Building addition and renovation of research space 2005
Modular Laboratory creation of Bio-Hazard Level 3(BL3) research space 2005
Hamilton Hall infrastructure upgrade for research and classroom space 2005
Library Storage Facility book and other materials long-term storage 2005
Behlen Laboratory renovation of sub-basement area for accelerator lab 2006
Hardin Center renovation of office, academic, and research space for School of Natural Resources 2006





Facility     Function       Year
Table	2.1	UNL	Facility	Upgrades	Since	1996
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Student Life/Housing Space
Nebraska Union addition of student gathering space, meeting space, auditorium and bookstore 
improvement
1999
Husker Courtyards newly constructed apartment-style residence hall 2004
Selleck Quad Dining Facility renovation of food service space and dining hall 2004
Husker Village newly built apartment-style residence hall 2005
Harper-Schramm-Smith Residence Halls renovation of student living facilities 2005
Harper-Schramm-Smith Dining Facility renovation of food service space and dining hall 2006
Administration/University Support Space
Facilities Management Shops-Textron Building renovation of storage, shop, and office space in recently acquired building 2003
Transportation Services Building renovation of office and storage space 2004
UNL Police-inside 17th and R Parking Garage addition of office space for Police 2004
1700 Y Street renovation of office, work, and storage space for Printing Services 2004
Extension Space (facilities located outside of Lincoln)
Snyder Building office space for North Platte outreach program 2001
Employee House-Gudmundsen Sandhills 
Laboratory
addition of employee housing 2004
Barta Brothers Ranch Administration Building creation of administrative space 2005
Wagonhammer Building Education Center-
Gudmundsen Sandhills Laboratory
creation of office and research space 2005
University of Nebraska/Kimmel Education and 
Research Center (Nebraska City)
creation of education and research space 2005
Athletic Space
Memorial Stadium Skyboxes addition of seating, press area renovation 1999
Haymarket Park Baseball Stadium newly constructed baseball stadium (in partnership with city of Lincoln and a private 
entity)
2002
Haymarket Park Softball Stadium newly constructed softball stadium and complex 2002
Indoor Practice Facility newly constructed indoor athletic field and offices 2005
Tom and Nancy Osborne Athletic Complex newly constructed addition and renovation of office space, weight training rooms, and 
athletic department service functions
2006
Parking Space
Stadium Drive Parking Garage additional parking 1997
17th and R Parking Garage additional parking 2001
14th and Avery Parking Garage additional parking (second phase under construction in 2006) 2004
Cultural Space
Torn Notebook major piece of sculpture by the artists Claes Oldenberg and Coosje van Bruggen, 
commissioned by the Sheldon Art Gallery
1996
Sheldon Art Gallery renovation of gallery space, climate control 2002
Van Brunt Visitors Center-Mary Riepma Ross 
Media Arts Center
newly constructed visitors center and theater/auditorium space for film theater and 
media classes
2003
Facility     Function       Year










































Graphics computer lab, Journalism and Mass Communications
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Bruce Avolio, Donald and Shirley Clifton 
Chair in Leadership
Luchezar Avramov, Dale M. Jensen Chair 
in Mathematics
Thomas Borstelman, Elwood N. and 
Katherine Thompson Professorship 
in World History
Chris Fielding, Coffman Chair in 
Geosciences
Janet Harkness, Donald and Shirley Clifton 
Chair in Survey Research
Michael James, Ardis James Professorship
in Textiles, Clothing and Design
Sally Mackenzie, Ralph and Alice Raikes 
Chair in Plant Sciences
David Olson, James and H.K. Stuart Chair 
of Management
Kenneth Price, Hillegas Chair of 19th 
Century American Literature
Laurence Rilett, Keith W. Klassmeyer Chair 
of Engineering
Gregg Rothermel, Dale M. Jensen Chair in 
Computer Science
Will Thomas, John Angle Professorship in the 
Humanities
Mary Uhl-Bien, Howard Hawks Chair in 
Leadership and Ethics
Donald Umstadter, Leland J. and Dorothy H. 
Olson Chair in Physics
William Velander, Donald R. Voelte and 
Nancy Keegan Chair of Engineering
Les Whitbeck, John Bruhn Professorship in 
Rural Sociology
University of Nebraska–Lincoln 
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mission”)	later	in	this	self	study,	the	extensive	programs	to	support	the	
continuing	development	of	faculty	at	UNL	are	described	in	full.
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has	been	updated	in	the	virtual	resource	room	[www.unl.edu/resources/2-11] www.unl.edu/resources/2-11University of Nebraska-Lincoln
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3
In some books I have done more 
careful planning than in others, but 
always the end was seen from the 
beginning, and in each case it was 
the end that I set out to reach—I 
mean, literally, the end of the story: 
not necessarily the scene, but the 
feeling of the end, the mood in which 
I should leave my characters and in 
which I myself should say good-by 
to them. But practically everything 
beside the central purpose or the 
central feeling comes spontaneously 
and unexpectedly, though they all 
grow out of the main theme and out 
of the feeling and experience that 
made me choose that theme.
Willa Cather—from “The Genius of Willa 
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Planning Process AY 2005-2006
1. Align Academic Support Unit Planning 
Process with Academic Planning 
2. Revisit unit priorities and establish 
planning timelines, benchmarks & resources 
required to achieve them
3. Charge APC to Address Collaboration 
Across Units
4. Continue to Engage in Campus-wide 
Iterative Planning byUnit 
AY 2004-2005
1. Establish UNL Core Values













3. Conduct Planning Hearings
 
4. Distribute Feedback to Units








5. Conduct Planning Hearings
6. Distribute Feedback to Units
7. Identify Additional Planning Needs
Task Force on International 
Initiatives 

















NU System Strategic 
Planning Framework
Figure	3.1	UNL	Academic	Strategic	Planning	Process
Chapter Three: Moving Forward

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Developing the Planning Templates 
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Senior Administrative Team
The Senior Administrative Team (SAT) is 
composed of all campus leadership that 
reports to the chancellor. In addition to 
the chancellor, the five vice chancellors 
(Academic Affairs, Institute of Agriculture 
and Natural Resources, Business and 
Finance, Research and Student Affairs) 
are members of SAT. The other members 
are campus-level administrative offices, 
also reporting to the chancellor. They 
include the associate to the chancellor 
(chancellor’s chief of staff); assistant to 
the chancellor for community relations; 
assistant to the chancellor for Equity, 
Access and Diversity Programs; director 
of Institutional Research and Planning; 
director of University Communications; 
director of Intercollegiate Athletics; 
and director of the Nebraska Alumni 
Association. The SAT meets weekly, 
typically on Monday mornings. 
The primary responsibility of the SAT 
is to provide advice to the chancellor 
on a wide variety of campus-wide 
decisions and policies. Agenda items 
for consideration by SAT are offered 
not only by members of SAT but also by 
other campus-level administrators on 
recommendation of a member of SAT. 
Other campus administrators frequently 
visit with SAT to provide expertise on 
particular agenda items or to bring 
proposals as recommended by a member 
of SAT. Examples of recent presentations 


































continued on page 45
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Figure	3.2	UNL	Academic	Strategic	Planning	Process	Timeline	for	AY2004-05
Planning Timeline
• Department Plans— due January 31, 2005
• College Plans— due March 15, 2005
• Planning Hearings—first week in April
1. Proposed core values
The list of core values shown below is derived from UNL tradition, key documents 
and University leadership. It will form the base for planning and discussion this year. 
Throughout the year, forums will be held to gather university-wide response to this list, 
which subsequently will be refined to reflect these discussions.
• Commit to an uncompromising pursuit of excellence.
• Stimulate research and creative work that fosters discovery, pushes   
 frontiers, and advances society. 
• Establish research and creative work as the foundation for teaching   
 and engagement.
•  Prepare students for life through learner-centered education.
• Engage with academic, business and civic communities throughout   
 the state and the world.
• Encourage, support and challenge every member of the university   
 community to make meaningful contributions to our core values.
•  Create a university culture that values diversity of ideas and people.
2.  Planning Process
The planning process within Academic Affairs will be led in each college by the 
academic dean and by academic directors in units which report directly to the senior 
vice chancellor for Academic Affairs. The planning process within IANR will be led by 
the IANR associate vice chancellor in conjunction with the IANR deans. Chancellor 
Perlman will lead the process for academic units that report directly to him. 
Templates for responding to the planning components outlined below will be on-line 
by November 15.
a. Confirm unit commitment to stated core values and other values that   
 may embrace the university community (approximately one page)
b. Identify and rank unit academic priorities that confirm core values   
 (three–five pages total)
 For each priority:
• Explain relation to core values
• Propose internal actions and resources to achieve priority goal
• Identify actions required by others to achieve priority goal
• Specify timeline to achieve goal and measures of success
c. Address unit contributions to campus-wide initiatives  
   (approximately one-page each)
• Climate impact plan
• Space and equipment priority needs
• Hiring priorities and rationale
• Enrollment management plan
• Diversity plan
plan, security measures for the 
university’s Information System, 
and finalization of a campus-wide 
conflict-of-interest policy. Particularly 
in evaluating complex issues that 
evolve across time, an agenda item 
will be brought back to SAT on 
multiple occasions. Responsibility for 
an agenda items is often assigned 
to a member of SAT for follow-
through.
Annually, SAT meets off campus for 
a two-day retreat to plan for the 
coming academic year. Members 
of SAT provide an update on 
achievements for their units for 
the previous year, and key issues 
identified during the previous 
year are the focus of extended 
discussion. These conversations 
usually provide the bedrock for the 
chancellor’s State of the University 
address, delivered early in the fall 
semester.
continued from page 44
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UNL Academic Planning Committee
The Academic Planning Committee (APC) 
is a university-wide group responsible for 
formulating and recommending academic and 
planning goals and initiatives for UNL in the 
areas of education (resident and Extension), 
research, and service to the Academic Senate, 
colleges and chancellor. These goals are 
coordinated with the responsibilities assigned to 
UNL as part of the structure under the control 
of the president of the University of Nebraska 
and the Board of Regents.
Specifically, the Committee:
•  Recommends actions and procedures for 
new and existing academic programs.
•  Reviews with the chancellor or 
appropriate vice chancellors the 
Comprehensive Facilities Plan, the campus 
master land-use plan, and facilities needs 
as they relate to academic- and support-
program goals.
•  Is empowered to recommend changes in 
programs, including elimination.
•  Encourages academic planning within 
the colleges and other units of UNL 
on a continuing basis through joint 
faculty-administrative-student action. 
The committee comments on the review 
process and visiting team report to the 
appropriate vice chancellor.
•  Assists the chancellor in seeking remedies 
for a financial exigency. Such remedies 
may include elimination of faculty, staff, 
and administrative positions. 
The Academic Planning Committee consists of 
16 members as follows: (a) six faculty members 
elected as provided by the Academic Senate to 
staggered three-year terms. These members 
shall represent biological sciences, social 
sciences, physical sciences, and humanities 
continued on page 48
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The Planning Hearings and Administrative Feedback for 


































continued from page 47
with no more than two from a single 
college; (b) one faculty member at 
large selected by the UNL Graduate 
Council to serve a three-year term; (c) 
two academic deans selected by the 
chancellor to serve three-year terms; (d) 
the president of the Academic Senate 
(or designee); (e) one undergraduate 
student and one graduate/professional 
student as selected by the president of 
ASUN; (f) the director of Institutional 
Research and Planning for UNL who 
shall serve as secretary; (g) the senior 
vice chancellor for academic affairs; (h) 
the vice chancellor for the Institute of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources; and 
(i) the vice chancellor for research who 
sits as an ex officio non-voting member. 
The committee selects its chair from 
among its faculty members.
University of Nebraska–Lincoln 
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September 2004
Strategic planning process announced in chancellor’s State of the University Address; deans and directors examine key 
university documents and draft UNL core values statement.
October 2004
Strategic Planning Process Guidelines developed.
November 2004
Design teams formulated to produce templates for unit responses.
December 2004
First forum on draft of UNL core values held.
January 2005
Departmental strategic plans submitted (in those units where departments completed separate plans).
February 2005
Second forum on draft of UNL core values held; Campus Master Planning linked to strategic planning process.
March 2005
Academic units with direct reporting to chancellor and senior vice chancellor submit strategic plans to Blackboard site; 
IANR submits integrated plan to Blackboard site.
April 2005
Academic units with direct reporting lines to chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
attend planning retreat; unit heads present strategic priorities to each other, the Senior Administrative 
Team, and representatives from Academic Senate, Academic Planning Committee and Association of 
Students of the University of Nebraska.
April–May 2005
Unit diversity plans reviewed by Chancellor’s Committee to revise the University Diversity Plan; enrollment 
management plans reviewed by Enrollment Management Council; space and equipment plans reviewed by 
Space and Equipment Design Team.
April–June 2005
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor meet with direct reports to discuss plans and offer 
responses.
June 2005
Chancellor holds retreat with Senior Administrative Team; they discuss:
• responses of Enrollment Management Council to academic unit enrollment plans;
• academic unit responses to draft core values statements;
• reports of chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor on their review of unit strategic plans;
• next steps in the planning process (i.e., involvement of other university units).
July–August 2005
Senior Administrative Team reviews space and equipment plans with Campus Master Planning Team.
August 2005
Academic units post revised strategic priorities on Academic Strategic Planning Website.
September 2005
Revised core values posted on Academic Strategic Planning Website; Chancellor announces second phase of strategic 
planning in State of the University Address.
October 2005
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor hold retreat with deans to discuss iterative planning process.
Figure	3.3	Timeline	for	UNL	Academic	Strategic	Planning	Process	in	AY	2004-05
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Strategic priorities identified by academic units were not 
















Faculty engagement in the planning process varied 












Some enrollment management plans did not provide 














Interdisciplinary collaboration was not highlighted in 
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It was not clear how to involve the rest of the university in the academic 
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Eliminate data collection where better coordination with other ongoing 
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Strategic Planning and Budget 
Decisions
(Draft—1/24/2005)
In Chancellor Perlman’s State of the 
University Address of 2004, he stated that 
the strategic planning to be completed 
that academic year will “form the basis for 
our decisions on priorities and resource 
allocation.” Academic units were asked to 
keep this objective in mind as they designed 
their plans and present and defended 
priorities. Unit strategic plans will inform 
administrative decisions about the following: 
• Re-distribution of funds from faculty 
vacancies. 
• Distribution of available one-time 
funding for facilities improvements and 
equipment that supports teaching and 
research priorities. 
• Priority consideration of Programs of 
Excellence proposals submitted for   
next year’s POE funding cycle (i.e., POE  
proposals submitted during AY 2004-
05 must relate to priorities identified in 
unit/college strategic plans). 
• UNL identification of disciplinary 
areas/clusters that should be 
developed as programs of excellence. 
• Development of UNL priorities for 
projects to be financed with NU 
Foundation funds. 
• Allocation of existing physical space 
for teaching and research programs. 
• Identification of future capital projects. 
• Allocation of teaching resources to 
match enrollment demand. 
• Allocation of resources to support   
marketing and recruitment efforts. 
• Distribution of diversity funding. 
Chapter Three: Moving Forward
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Chancellor holds retreat with Senior Administrative 
Team; they discuss next steps in the planning process (i.e., 
involvement of other university units). 
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
respond to college/unit enrollment plans; work with ad hoc 
committee to plan enrollment management retreat. 
August 2005
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
respond to overall strategic plans and hiring priorities; 
request colleges to submit revised priorities statement by 
September 1 for web posting.
Campus-wide enrollment management retreat. 
Senior vice chancellor reviews academic strategic planning 
process for AY 2005–2006 with Deans Council. 
September 2005
Senior vice chancellor charges Academic Planning 
Committee to work with the Interdisciplinary Task Force 
to review posted strategic plans (available September 15), 
identify cross-cutting themes, hold discussions, and give 
recommendations for developing cross-cutting themes by 
November 2. 
Revised core values posted on academic strategic planning 
website. Chancellor announces second phase of academic 
strategic planning in State of the University Address. 
Academic strategic planning website goes live at http://
www.unl.edu/svcaa/planning/. 
October 2005
Academic Affairs posts revised college and program 
strategic priorities on academic strategic planning website. 
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
hold retreat with Deans to discuss iterative planning 
process for AY 2005–2006. 
Final strategic planning templates distributed at deans 
meeting.
Space Planning Team generates a list of questions and 
issues about plans that require clarification.
Figure	3.4	Timeline	for	UNL	Academic	Strategic	Planning	Process	in	AY	2005-06
Senior vice chancellor sends progress letter to campus 
announcing website and planning process.
Space Planning Team meets to review/discuss Space and 
Equipment Plans.
November 2005
Space Team presents draft findings and questions to Senior 
Administrative Team.
December 2005
Deans submit plans for implementing 2 percent budget 
reduction.
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
hold Strategic Leadership Retreat with deans and chairs. 
Space Planning Team finalizes report/questions and forwards 
them to senior vice chancellor.
January 2006
Deans/directors identify positions for elimination, as 
applicable.
Senior vice chancellor provides Space Planning Team 
questions to respective deans.
Plans due from department chairs to deans for those units in 
which departments are submitting separate plans.
March 2006
Strategic plans due to chancellor, senior vice chancellor, 
Institute vice chancellor. Budget re-seeding requests due and 
budget revenue generation plans due.
April 2006
Academic Strategic Planning Hearings.
May 2006
Deans review report from Interdisciplinary Task Force.
June 2006
Chancellor’s retreat with Senior Administrative Team; review 
of the year’s academic strategic planning process.
Deans review report from International Initiatives Task Force.
Summer 2006
Chancellor, senior vice chancellor, Institute vice chancellor 
respond to strategic plans.
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Early Successes of Academic 
Strategic Planning
In direct support of a collaboration 
that grew from the Academic Strategic 
Planning hearings in 2005, the office of 
the Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs granted $100,000 in temporary 
funding for a new partnership among NET 
and the College of Journalism and Mass 
Communications and Hixson-Lied College 
of Fine and Performing Arts. The proposed 
partnership is intended to develop and 
support a program of study that reflects 
the professional world that broadcasting, 
directing or design students will encounter 
when seeking careers following graduation. 
The funding supports a .50 FTE faculty 
position and four graduate assistants. 
Matches to this funding are the remainder of 
the .50 FTE faculty position, provided by NET, 
and $25,000, provided by the two colleges 
together.
The partnership pools faculty and equipment 
resources from each of the three units to 
create learning opportunities for students 
that would not be possible for either college, 
working alone. The creation of such a 
partnership fits centrally in the portion of our 
strategic initiatives that focus on the creation 
or expansion of collaborations that cut 
across traditional department and college 
lines, to create new and interesting activities 
and courses, and when appropriate, 
programs of study, that could be of benefit 
to students in both colleges, as well as 
to the campus as a whole. This proposed 
partnership could result in program offerings 
that would become a permanent part of the 
degree program inventories in both colleges 
and would be delivered by faculty and staff 
that could hold stable appointments in one 
or more of the three partner units. This 
partnership would also serve as a critical 
component in facilitating a smooth transition 
continued on page 62
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Item – “I am aware of the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s priorities  
 for the year.”
 Faculty (N = 1310) = 3.54      Staff (2,685) = 3.22
Item – “I am aware of the academic strategic planning process.”
 Faculty = 3.77      Staff = 3.16
Item – “I am engaged in the academic strategic planning process.”
 Faculty = 3.06      Staff = 2.26
Item – “Academic strategic planning seems to be helping my   
 neighborhood identify its priorities.”
 Faculty = 3.06      Staff = 2.73
Item – “I see a great deal of value for the University in doing   
 academic strategic planning.”
 Faculty = 3.37      Staff = 3.37































Investment in academic strategic planning carries the assumption that it will 
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Setting priorities through academic strategic planning implies that decisions 













Consistency of procedure is important to unit administrators, many of whom 





The UNL academic strategic planning process is currently enacted by existing 
administrative units, which work independently to produce an annual plan. 
•	 Might	we	alter	the	process	to	encourage	planning	across	academic	units?
The “bottom up” structure of the UNL academic strategic planning process 
emphasizes excellence at every level; at the same time, this approach makes it 





The UNL academic strategic planning builds from units up and potentially 
involves many faculty and administrators; open disclosure of plans across the 




continued from page 60
of staff at NET that has begun and that 
will continue for a number of years into the 
future.
The program of study that would be designed 
would enable students to receive instruction 
and professional mentoring from seasoned 
professionals in broadcasting, directing and 
design, in conjunction with access to the 
newly renovated audio, video, interactive 
and multi-media production facilities at NET. 
The program offers increased opportunities 
for students from the two colleges to work 
collaboratively on capstone projects, as well 
as on special initiatives that serve the State 
of Nebraska.
A separate new partnership developed 
out of the academic strategic planning 
hearings between the Lentz Center for 
Asian Culture and the Libraries. After the 
Lentz director learned about the Libraries’ 
plans to work with the Sheldon Memorial 
Art Gallery on a digital imaging project, she 
contacted the Libraries about working with 
the Lentz Center’s collections. Subsequently, 
information about the books in the Lentz 
Center are now in the Libraries catalog, and 
sound recordings from the Lentz Center have 
been moved to the music library to increase 
use of these materials. The sound recordings 
are protected by copyright and cannot be 
digitized, but the Libraries are investigating 
some online services that will provide the 
Lentz Center with access to music to use 
with their exhibitions. This partnership would 
not be moving as quickly without the sharing 
of ideas that occurs through the strategic 
planning process.
Additionally, the Libraries are partnering 
with Sheldon to add information about its 
extensive book collection to the Libraries’ 
catalog. Talks will begin this fall as to how 
to best incorporate a gift of art exhibition 
catalogs into university holdings. 
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National conversations about accountability for higher education are 
having an impact on accreditation standards and educational assessment, 
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Exhibit C: Plan for encouraging student retention
Academic Units: Best Practices for Retention of Students
Remind faculty and staff that retention of all students is every UNL employee’s responsibility 

















Encourage or require first-year students and new transfer students to attend the Annual Mid-
Semester Check held the fourth week of classes in the evening at the Nebraska Union.
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Encourage course instructors to give some type of student assessment — a quiz or test — 
within the first 3-4 weeks of class — so that students may obtain feedback before the middle or 













Encourage staff in academic and student services offices to attend professional development 






Follow-up to priority registration.	
At	the	end	of	priority	registration,	Registration	and	Records	will	identify	students	who	have	not	
www.unl.edu/resources/3-10
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4 The University of Nebraska–Lincoln, 
chartered by the Legislature in 
1869, is that part of the University 
of Nebraska system which serves 
as both the land-grant and the 
comprehensive public University 
for the State of Nebraska. Those 
responsible for its origins recognized 
the value of combining the breadth 
of a comprehensive University 
with the professional and outreach 
orientation of the land-grant 
University, thus establishing a 
campus which has evolved to become 
the flagship campus of the University 
of Nebraska.
Through its three primary missions 
of teaching, research, and service, the 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln is 
the state’s primary intellectual center 
providing leadership throughout the 
state through quality education and 
the generation of new knowledge.
NU Role and Mission approved by 
the Board of Regents May 10, 1991. 
College names modified February 2004; 
updated August 2005 to reflect changes 
in units and unit names. (See [www.unl.
edu/resources/4-1] for the entire role and 




Criterion 1: Mission and Integrity. The organization 
operates with integrity to ensure the fulfillment of its 
mission through structures and processes that involve the 
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Food Industry Complex, home of the Dairy Store.
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The organization’s mission documents are clear 















































At the University of Nebraska—Lincoln, 
we value: 
• Learning that prepares students for 
lifetime success and leadership;
• Excellence, pursued without 
compromise;
• Achievement in a climate that 
maximizes and celebrates the 
success of all;
• Diversity of ideas and people;
• Engagement with academic, 
business and civic communities 
throughout Nebraska and the world;
• Research and creative activity that 
informs teaching, fosters discovery 
and contributes to economic 
prosperity and our quality of life;
• Stewardship of the human, financial 
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Fulfillment of Core Component 1a: UNL’s commitments to teaching, research and creative work, and 
engagement are well recognized on campus and among our constituents. These commitments are expressed in 
a variety of documents and are re-emphasized frequently to all through vehicles such as the annual chancellor’s 
State of the University address. The recently developed core values provide a succinct statement of UNL’s 
commitments. The discussion leading to the establishment of the core values helped remind persons both 
internal and external to the university of its mission. As will be documented through this self-study, the work of 
the univerity is highly consistent with this mission.
Core Component 1b.
In its mission documents, the organization recognizes 
the diversity of its learners, other constituencies, and the 
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Fulfillment of Core Component 1b: Both at the University of Nebraska system level and at the UNL level, 
strong statements of administrative support for the importance of diversity to the work and responsibilities of 
the university exist. Practices, such as administrative assignments and organizations dedicated to the support of 
diversity, put these statements into action. The reader is also encouraged examine the material in “Response to 
the Commission Statement on Diversity” [www.unl.edu/resources/SD-2] and in response to Core Component 4c 
(Chapter 7) for additional information on the UNL response to its diversity goals.
Core Component 1c.
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Fulfillment of Core Component 1c: The mission of UNL is well understood on campus and is an essential 
part of several ongoing planning discussions and processes, among them, climate assessment, capital and space 
planning, academic program review and academic strategic planning. In short widespread understanding of 
the mission is reinforced through several programs carried out at UNL.
Core Component 1d. 
The organization’s governance and administrative 
structures promote effective leadership and support 




































•	 Deans and Directors. All	administrators/supervisors	who	report	directly	to	a	vice	
chancellor	or	chancellor.	(Meets	bi-monthly	as	a	group.)
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Fulfillment of Core Component 1d: Effective structures are in place to support the necessary deliberations, 
collaboration and participation among university leaders and faculty to ensure direction consistent with the 
university’s mission. Roles and responsibilities are well defined in governance documents and the campus is 
organized to support the ongoing work of the university.
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UNL Administrative Org. Chart to come
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Core Component 1e. 
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Item - I feel free to express my views at work.
Faculty and Staff = 3.55
Item - At work, employees are always treated with respect.
Faculty and Staff = 3.22
Item - My organization treasures diverse opinions and ideas.
Faculty and Staff = 3.19
Item - At work my opinions seem to count.
Faculty and Staff = 3.44
Item - My associates or fellow employees are committed to doing 
quality work.
Faculty and Staff = 3.85
Item - The mission or purpose of my organization makes me feel my job 
is important.
Faculty and Staff = 3.79
(N=3,810 of 5,117 eligible employees)
Scale: 1-5, 1=Strongly Disagree – 5=Strongly Agree
0=Do not know, or does not apply
All questions are copyrighted by Gallup® and may not be used without permission.
Figure	4.3	UNL	Faculty	and	Staff	Responses	to	Selected	Gallup®	Survey	Questions	(2004)
Fulfillment of Core Component 1e: UNL has necessary practices in place to ensure the protection 
of the integrity of the university. Responsibility is widespread, ensuring that many individuals and 
groups have an identified role in protecting the integrity of the university. Special provisions are in 
place in the financial and athletics areas. Please see the material in response to Core Component 4d 
(Chapter 7) for additional information.
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5
University of Nebraska Bylaws
2.8 The Chancellors-Vice 
Presidents.
Each major administrative unit 
shall have a Chancellor as its 
chief executive officer, who shall 
also be a Vice President of the 
University, and who shall report 
to the President of the University 
and through the President to the 
Board.
2.8.1 Powers and Duties of the 
Chancellors.
Subject to the guidelines and 
policies of the Board and the 
President, the Chancellors 
shall do all things necessary for 
the development of the major 
administrative unit for which 
they are responsible, and shall be 
members of the President’s staff for 
purposes of inter-unit cooperation 
and planning. In addition, 
the Chancellors shall have the 
following specific responsibilities:
…(e) Concern themselves with 
the planning and development of 
all activities of their units and be 
responsible for their coordination.
source: University of Nebraska Bylaws 2005 PDF
Chapter	Five:
Planning	for	Progress
Criterion 2: Preparing for the Future. The organization’s 
allocation of resources and its processes for evaluation and 
planning demonstrate its capacity to fulfill its mission, 







The organization realistically prepares for a future shaped 
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concentration	and	also	connect	to	the	goals	of	IANR.	Accomplishments	and	impacts	are	reviewed	
annually	within	the	IANR	planning	process.	[www.unl.edu/resources/5-4]

















































































Computer generated Antelope Valley finished project
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Additional	ongoing	planning	in	university	units	is	described	below.

































Fulfillment of Core Component 2a: The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is engaged in many kinds of planning 
activities with a variety of local and regional partners. Each of these activities supports important work in which 
the university is engaged and extends the capabilities of the university through collaborations with its partners.  The 
input the university receives from these various partners ensures that the university is attentive to important social 
and economic trends in its planning.
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Core Component 2b.
The organization’s resource base supports its educational 
programs and its plans for maintaining and strengthening 
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Figure	5.1	Amount	of	State	Support	per	Student	as	a	Percentage	of	Per	Capita	Personal	Income.


























  IA St UNL PUR IA CO KAN MINN OHIO ST CO ST MO ILL
State Subsidy 0.30 0.31 0.21 0.26 0.07 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.16 0.20 0.17
Net Tuition & Fees 0.18 0.14 0.24 0.16 0.33 0.19 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.15 0.15
Figure	5.2		UNL	FY	2004	State	Subsidy	and	Net	Tuition	and	Fees	as	a	Percent	of	Revenue	(Excludes	Hospital	Services)
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College/Program Accrediting Agency Last/Next
Institutional North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, 30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400; Chicago IL 60602-2504; Phone: (312) 263-0456 1996-1997 / 2006-2007
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
All Programs (see exceptions)
Cooperative State Research, Education and Extension Service (CSREES). 
Exceptions: Agricultural Engineering, Biological Systems Engineering and 
NE Vet Diagnostic Lab System
Ongoing and not date specific
Agricultural Education (Joint program with the College of Education & 
Human Sciences) (B,M,D)
National Council Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 2002-03 / 2009-10
NE Vet Diagnostic Laboratory System American Association of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians 1999-00 / 2009-10
Architecture
Architecture (FP) National Architectural Accrediting Board, Inc. (NAAB) 2002-03 / 2008-09
Community & Regional Planning (M) Planning Accreditation Board of the American Planning Association (PAB) 2002-03 / 2007-08
Interior Design (B) Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA) 2000-01 / 2006-07
Arts & Sciences
Clinical Psychology (D) American Psychological Association (APA) 1997-98 / 2005-06
Business Administration
All programs (B,M,D)




Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business International  
(AACSB International)
2005-06 / 2010-11
Education and Human Sciences
All BS Programs (B) Family & Consumer Sciences; Nutrition & Health 
Sciences; Textiles, Clothing & Design
American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (AAFCS) 2006-07 / 2008-09
All Professional & Educational Programs (B,M,S,D) Ed Administration; Ed 
Psychology; Spec Ed & Communication Disorders; Teaching, Learning & 
Teacher Education
National Council Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 2002-03 / 2009-10
Counseling Psychology (M,D) American Psychological Association (APA) 2000-01 / 2006-07
Dietetics Internship for NSD (M,D) American Dietetic Association (ADA) 1998-99 / 2008-09
Early Childhood Education (B) 
National Academy of Early Childhood Program through the National 
Association for Education of Young Children (NAEYC)
2003-04 / 2007-08
Marriage & Family Therapy (M)
Commission on Accreditation for Marriage & Family Therapy Education 
(COAMFTE)
2003-04 / 2008-09
Nebraska Internship Consortium in Professional Psychology (D) American Psychological Association (APA) 2001-02 / 2008-09
School Psychology (D) American Psychological Association (APA) 2003-04 / 2010-11
School Psychology (D,S) National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) with NCATE 2004-05 / 2009-10
Special Education-Hearing Impaired Program (M) Council for Education of the Deaf (CED) 1995-96 / 2006-07
Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology (M)
Education Standards Board of the American Speech Language Hearing 
Association
2001-02 / 2007-08
Teacher Education Programs (B,M,S,D) Nebraska Department of Education (NDE) 2002-03 / 2009-10
Table	5.1	UNL	Institutional	and	Professional	Accreditations
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College/Program Accrediting Agency Last/Next
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering (M) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Architectural Engineering (B) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Biological Systems Engineering (B) * (although accredited through the College 
of Engineering, this department is located in the College of Agricultural 
Sciences and Natural Resources)
Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Chemical Engineering (B) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Civil Engineering (B) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Computer Engineering (B) (Lincoln Campus) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Computer Engineering (B) (Omaha Campus) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Construction Management (B) American Council for Construction Education (ACCE) 2000-01 / 2006-07
Construction Engineering Technology
Technology Accreditation Commission (TAC) with the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering & Technology (ABET)
2009-10
Electrical Engineering (B)
Engineering Accreditation Commission of Accreditation Board for 
Engineering & Technology (EAC) of ABET
*/2011-2012
Electronics Engineering (B) Accreditation Board for Engineering & Technology (ABET) */2011-2012
Industrial Engineering (B)
Engineering Accreditation Commission of Accreditation Board for 
Engineering & Technology (EAC) of ABET
*/2011-2012
Mechanical Engineering (B)
Engineering Accreditation Commission of Accreditation Board for 
Engineering & Technology (EAC) of ABET
*/2011-2012
Hixson-Lied College of Fine and Performing Arts
Art & Art History (B,M) National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD) 2002-03 / 2012-13
Music (B,M,D) National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) 1998-99 / 2008-09
Music Education (Joint program with the College of Education & Human 
Sciences) (B,M,D)
National Council Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 2002-03 / 2009-10
Theatre (B,M) National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST) 1996-97 / 2007-08
Journalism and Mass Communications
All Programs (B,M)




All programs (FP) (see exception)
American Bar Association (ABA); and Association of American Law Schools 
(AALS) (Exception: Master of Legal Studies program)
2003-04 / 2010-11
Museum
University of Nebraska State Museum American Association of Museums 1993-94 / 2007-08
(A) Associate, (B), Baccalaureate, (M) Masters, (FP) First Professional (D) Doctorate, (S) beyond masters, but less than doctorate
* Engineering Programs - ABET policy prohibits public disclosure of the period for which a program is accredited.
Source: Office of the Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Last Updated:  September 1, 2006
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I have always thought that we 
come as close [as] any university 
to incorporating a strong athletic 
program into the context of a major, 
research university. The power of 
red is sufficiently potent to produce 
both winning teams and world-class 
education and research, and each 
gains strength from the other.
Chancellor Perlman
e-mail to university 1-3-06
Fulfillment of Core Component 2b:  Comparative financial data indicate that UNL receives strong state 
support, with the UNL state subsidy per student exceeding that of seven of our 10 peer institutions. The total 
funding from state support and tuition at UNL is similar to that of its peers. Since UNL’s tuition is lower than 
most of its peers, UNL has the opportunity continue this level of total funding if its state support should decline 
through raising tuition and remaining competitive and affordable. UNL’s spending on its primary missions is 
similar to that of its peers. UNL has many nationally accredited programs. This indicates these programs have 
adequate resources to achieve high quality standards. UNL is fortunate that its athletics program is not only 
self-sufficient financially but also contributes funds to the overall university budget.
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Core Component 2c.
The organization’s ongoing evaluation and assessment 
processes provide reliable evidence of institutional 
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Q00. On a five-point scale where 5 means extremely satisfied and 1 
means extremely dissatisfied, how satisfied are you with UNL as a 
place to work?
Standard Q 12® survey
Q01. I know what is expected of me at work.
Q02. I have the materials and equipment to do my work right.
Q03. At work, I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day.
Q04. In the last seven days, I have received recognition or praise for 
doing good work.
Q05. My supervisor, or someone at work, seems to care about me 
as a person.
Q06. There is someone at work who encourages my development.
Q07. At work, my opinions seem to count.
Q08. The mission or purpose of my organization makes me feel my 
job is important.
Q09. My associates or fellow employees are committed to doing 
quality work.
Q10. I have a best friend at work.
Q11. In the last six months, someone at work has talked to me about 
my progress.
Q12. This last year, I have had opportunities to learn and grow.
Standard I 10 ™ survey
I01. I always trust my organization to be fair to all employees.
I02. At work, employees are always treated with respect.
I03. My supervisor or department head or chair keeps all 
employees well informed.
I04. I feel free to express my views at work.
I05. My organization treasures diverse opinions and ideas.
I06. At work, I am encouraged to use my unique talents.
I07. I always feel valued in my organization.
I08. My supervisor or department head or chair is open to new 
ideas or suggestions.
I09. My supervisor or department head or chair always makes the 
best use of employees’ skills.
I10. My organization delights in making the best use of 
employees’ backgrounds and talents.
Special questions about Academic Strategic Planning 
and climate asked during the 2006 survey:
C01. My neighborhood used our previous Campus Climate survey 
results in a positive way.
C02. I am aware of the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s priorities 
for the year.
C03. I am aware of the academic strategic planning process.
C04. I am engaged in the academic strategic planning process.
C05. Academic strategic planning seems to be helping my 
neighborhood identify its priorities.
C06. I see a great deal of value for the University in doing 
academic strategic planning.
Gallup® Survey Questions
Gallup®, Q12® and I10™ are trademarks of The Gallup Organization, Princeton, N.J. All questions are copyrighted 
by Gallup® and may not be used without permission.
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Fulfillment of Core Component 2c:  UNL employs several robust mechanisms to evaluate its institutional 
effectiveness and to provide information needed to support continuous improvement.  Comparisons are made 
on a number of measures with 10 peer institutions selected because of their strong reputations for quality and 
compatibility with our mission; information from these comparisons guide planning. The Academic Planning 
Review process ensures that each department is reviewed by a team that includes experts from other institutions. 
Programs being reviewed develop follow-up plans for using the feedback they have received. Internally UNL has 
developed and implemented a Quality Indicators program through which performance on a number of measures 
is charted annually; this information serves as a guide to goal setting. The Gallup® survey is another internal 
assessment measure; it is used to gather information to support continuous improvement of campus climate. Special 
reports are commissioned to provide direction to efforts towards continuous improvement. As reported in Chapters 
2 and 3, these reports have had significant effect on the university and many of these annual processes are now 
coordinated with academic strategic planning.
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Core Component 2d.
All levels of planning align with the organization’s 




































6CHAPTER		SIXEnsuring Student Learning and Teaching Effectiveness
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6
Student
The green shell of his backpack makes him lean 
into the wave of responsibility, 
and he swings his stiff arms and cupped hands,
paddling ahead. He has extended his neck 
to its full length, and his chin, hard as a beak, 
breaks the cold surf. He’s got his baseball cap on
backward as up he crawls, out of the froth 
of a hangover and onto the sand of the future, 
and lumbers, heavy with hope, into the library.
“Student” is from Ted Kooser’s book, Delights & Shadows, published in 200 by Copper 
Canyon Press and is reprinted with the permission of the author. Kooser is U.S. Poet Laureate 





Criterion 3: Student Learning and Effective 
Teaching. The organization provides 
evidence of student learning and teaching 












The organization’s goals for student learning 
outcomes are clearly stated for each 
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Institutional Objectives for 
Undergraduate General 
Education at the 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
(approved by the General Education 
Advisory Committee on Dec. 8, 2005)
The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is 
committed to providing an education of 
lasting value, an education that empowers 
you to become a life-long learner who will 
thrive in a complex and ever-changing 
world and assume a variety of work and 
life responsibilities. To that end, we are 
committed to help you:
 •  Develop intellectual and practical 
skills, including proficiency 
in written, oral, and visual 
communication, inquiry techniques, 
critical and creative thinking, 
quantitative applications, information 
assessment, teamwork and problem-
solving;
 •  Build knowledge of diverse peoples 
and cultures and of the natural 
and physical world through the 
study of mathematics, sciences and 
technologies, histories, humanities, 
arts, social sciences and human 
diversity;
 • Exercise individual and social 
responsibilities through the study 
of ethical principles and reasoning, 
application of civic knowledge, 
interaction with diverse cultures and 
engagement with global issues; and
• Integrate these abilities and 
capacities, adapting them to 
new settings, questions and 
responsibilities.
You accomplish these objectives at the 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln through 
coursework and programs distributed 
across and through colleges and majors, 
conducted at progressively more 
challenging levels, and delivered using a 
variety of methods and experiences.
How are your stated student learning outcomes appropriate to your 













































How do you evaluate and improve the effectiveness of your efforts to 
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Figure 6.1 Participation of UNL Undergraduate Units in Outcomes Assessment 
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Percentage of all Undergraduate Units
Note: The total number of units varies from year to year because new programs were added and the level at which 
assessment activities (college, department, program) shifts. The number of programs for 2005 is 79.
Conducting OA
Using Results of OA
Figure	6.2	UNL’s	Progress	in	Conducting	and	Using	Outcomes	Assessment	(1997-2005)
Undergraduate Units/Programs
Note: The total numb r of un ts vari s from yea  to year becaus new program  were added and the level at which 
assessment is conducted (college, department, program) shifts. The number of programs for 2005 is 79.
Conducting OA
Using Results of OA 
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Figure	6.6	Use	of	Outcomes	Assessment	by	UNL	Undergraduate	Units	since	1997	(2005	Reporting	Year)
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Note: The total number of units varies from year to year because new programs were added and the level at which assessment is conducted 
(college, department, program) shifts. The number of programs for 2005 is 79.
Figure 6.7 Insights Gleaned from Outcomes Assessment 
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Figure	6.7	Insights	Gleaned	from	Outcomes	Assessment	as	Reported	by	UNL	Undergraduate	Units	(2005	Reporting	Year)
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Figure 6.8 Types of Programmatic Changes Reported by UNL Undergraduate Units 
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Figure	6.8	Types	of	Programmatic	Changes	Reported	by	UNL	Undergraduate	Units/Programs	Conducting	Outcomes	Assessments	(2005	Reporting	Year)
Adjusting c rs e co t nt, 
instructional thods or 
assessments
Revising p ram or 
curricular requirements
Adding or refoc i g co-
curricular experiences
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Several programs at UNL have made 
curricular or other changes in response to 
direct evidence of learning outcomes. A 
few are mentioned below.
Advertising  (College of Journalism and 
Mass Communications)
The Advertising sequence has required 
graduating seniors to complete senior-
exit interview surveys for a number of 
years. Faculty analyze the interviews 
twice a year to watch for patterns of 
strengths and weaknesses. One of the 
areas that consistently emerged as a 
weakness with the program was preparing 
students with knowledge and applied 
use of new technologies. To provide 
students more opportunities to learn 
new software technology without adding 
courses to the curriculum or diverting 
teaching time from principles to teaching 
software, advertising faculty applied for 
a one-time technology fund grant. With 
it, the sequence hired a professional to 
offer “Technology Tuesdays,” which gives 
students additional opportunities to 
expand their working knowledge of design 
software. The program has worked well 
for about five years. Since the addition of 
this program, students’ survey responses 
about their preparation in knowledge and 
applied use of new technologies have 
improved.
Electrical Engineering (College of 
Engineering)
Prerequisite exams for learning outcomes 
covered in key courses in the program 
suggested that students were making 
significant progress on most learning 
continued on page 125
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outcomes. But a further analysis of the 
exam scores and qualitative interviews 
with students indicated students 
were struggling in applying abstract 
mathematical concepts to engineering 
problems. To address this learning issue, 
the program added a laboratory to an 
existing course that enables students to 
visualize abstract concepts and to see 
them applied to real problems.
Food Science and Technology (College 
of Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources)
During their final year in the program, 
students participate in a product 
development scenario. Students 
frequently expressed surprise at the 
costs involved in marketing a food 
product, the requirements for financial 
returns, the influence profits have on 
corporate decision-making regarding 
new food product introductions and 
the role branding has on development 
decisions. Faculty found their students 
have extraordinary technical knowledge 
in the engineering, microbiology, 
chemistry and processing of foods; 
information about how business 
interests interface with the science 
was sometimes lacking. The program’s 
capstone course now integrates several 
lectures that include business topics 
(costs associated with marketing and 
product placement, the role marketing, 
business, and legal professionals have 
in new product development), as well 
as a field trip to Omaha to visit a major 




































and Achievement at UNL (Blue	Sky	report)	and	Everyone a Teacher, Everyone a Learner 
(Transition	to	University	Taskforce	report).		We	are	currently	preparing	for	the	2007	
administration	and	will	continue	to	participate	in	the	NSSE	every	three	years.	
continued from page 124
continued on page 126
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the half-day field trip, the lecture topics 
are reinforced by industry professionals. 
Although the department has not formally 
assessed the impact of these changes in 
approach, its students are at least now 
exposed to this information. During its next 
curriculum evaluation, department faculty 
will consider whether a food-marketing 
course would be helpful.
Dietetics (College of Education and 
Human Sciences)
Several in-class activities that address 
research skills and problem-solving 
were created by a faculty member 
while participating in the Peer Review of 
Teaching Project. These class activities 
were created because internship directors 
rated graduates’ preparation on problem-
solving and critical thinking skills the lowest 
and seniors rated their preparation in 
research methodologies and interpretation 
of research and statistics as only 
adequate. The new class activities will 
be incorporated into existing 400-level 
courses and the program will continue to 
focus and monitor student performance on 
these outcomes in the future.
Agricultural Economics (College of 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources)
Agricultural Economics’ 2003 senior survey 
responses indicated faculty needed to 
be better informed about revisions and 
changes to the curriculum and advising. 
Students commented on career-track 


















continued on page 127









Active and Collaborative Learning 37.9 = 47.7 >
Enriching Educational Experiences 25.4 = 40.8 >
Student-Faculty Interactions 27.4 < 42.0 >
Level of Academic Challenge 51.1 = 54.2 =
Supportive Campus Environment 56.9 < 52.6 <
First-Year             Senior
> actual score is higher than predicted score (difference .5 or >)
= actual score is equal to predicted score (difference < .5)
< actual score is less than perdicted score (difference of .5 or >)
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writing skills and frustration with the 
department’s 12-hour international-
focus requirement. The faculty began 
a series of monthly noon-hour teaching 
roundtable discussions as part of the 
department’s five-year review and 
its efforts toward student learning 
outcomes assessment, focusing 
each discussion on a particular 
undergraduate teaching and/or student 
advising issue. The department’s 
Undergraduate Program Committee 
led the discussion.
The department now has regular 
advising communication mechanisms 
and meetings, and it has revised its 
core curriculum — reducing some 
requirements and bolstering others, 
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Fulfillment of Core Component 3a: An institutional culture that embraces outcomes assessment 
is an essential element in the teaching-learning process; this climate is clearly developing at UNL. 
Considerable progress has been made over the past decade with the result that today almost all 
programs have established student-learning outcomes, assessed the accomplishment of these 
outcomes and used the assessment data to enhance elements of instruction and curriculum. All 
colleges are highly involved in outcomes-assessment activities. And we have made a significant 
commitment to revise our general education program, basing it on student-learning outcomes. Work 
left to be done includes a need to focus more on direct measures of student learning and to develop 
ways of sharing the activities and products relative to outcomes assessment with students and other 
constituents. Becoming an outcomes-assessment-oriented institution is a learning process. We believe 
we have made highly significant progress in this direction but anticipate that we will become more 
skilled in stating, measuring and using student-learning outcomes in the years ahead. 
www.unl.edu/resources/6-7
Core Component 3b.
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Similarly,	the	2003	report	Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher, Report from the Transition 
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Programs that Recognize and Honor Good Teaching
UNL	is	proud	to	sponsor	and/or	participate	in	several	award	programs	that	recognize	and	honor	
good	teaching.	They	are	described	in	the	sections	below.
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RESOURCE FOCUS CONTACT
Academic Affairs Support for faculty instructional development. David WilsonDwilson2@unl.edu
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources 
Teaching and Learning Improvement Council Encourage continuous improvement in teaching and learning in CASNR.
John Markwell
Jmarkwell2@unl.edu
Century Club Support for those teaching large-section courses. Michael JamesMjames2@unl.edu
Century Club Community of Practice Support for those teaching large-section courses. Michael JamesMjames2@unl.edu
Digital Curriculum Development Program Assist faculty with utilizing the Libraries' digital resources to develop online curriculum that enhances both resident and distance UNL courses.
Robert Bolin
Rbolin2@unl.edu
Distributed Environment for Active Learning Laboratory Partner with faculty and staff at UNL to develop new and exciting active learning environments.
Mark Hendricks
Mhendricks1@unl.edu







Extended Education and Outreach Assist faculty in planning, designing and delivering distance courses. Marie BarberMbarber2@unl.edu
Focus on Faculty Focuses on teaching for success in lower-division courses. David WilsonDwilson2@unl.edu
Graduate Teaching Assistants Community of Practice Offers graduate students an opportunity to explore undergraduate teaching at UNL. Laurie BellowsLbellows1@unl.edu
Institute for International Teaching Assistants Prepare international graduate students to teach U.S. undergraduates. Laurie BellowsLbellows1@unl.edu
Instructional Support Services for Graduate Teaching 
Assistants Help graduate teaching assistants develop as teachers and scholars.
Laurie Bellows
Lbellows1@unl.edu
Instructional Technology Advisory Committee Study, advise and promote issues related to teaching and learning with technology. Ron RoeberRroeber1@unl.edu
Instructional Technology Group Develop, promote and support the use of technology for teaching and learning. Bruce SandhorstBsandhorst1@unl.edu
Online Pedagogy Community of Practice Support for faculty who are teaching online. Marie BarberMbarber2@unl.edu







Preparing Future Faculty Program
Provide doctoral students with opportunities to observe and experience faculty 
responsibilities at a variety of academic institutions with varying missions, diverse 
student bodies, and different expectations for faculty.
Laurie Bellows
Lbellows1@unl.edu
Services for Students with Disabilities Serve as a resource for faculty and staff who work with students with disabilities. Veva CheneyVcheney2@unl.edu
Teaching Council Encourage and support efforts to improve instruction and learning at all levels at UNL.
David Wilson
dwilson2@unl.edu
Teaching Resources Tab An online portal dedicated to supporting teaching at UNL. Ron RoeberRroeber1@unl.edu
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Corps Provide faculty with peer mentors for their students teaching large first-year courses. Rita KeanRkean1@unl.edu
Visual Literacy Community of Practice Support for faculty teaching in the Visual Literacy Program (a Program of Excellence). Michael JamesMjames2@unl.edu
Table	6.2	Offices,	Committees	and	Annual	Programs	that	Support	Teaching









































What UNL Faculty Participants 
say about the Peer Review of 
Teaching Project
Carolyn Pope Edwards, 
Professor, Psychology
“I am much more systematic in thinking 
about outcomes and trying to tie the 
course experiences to them. I think 
students find my courses better organized 
and more unified in main messages.”
Tim Wentz, 
Interim Department Chair and 
Associate Professor, Construction 
Management
“Using the discipline and structure of Peer 
Review, I was able to identify problems 
within one of my courses and develop 
working strategies for correcting them 
by working with my peer group. I would 
strongly encourage any faculty member to 
explore the impact peer review can have 
in your classroom.”
D’Andra Orey, 
Assistant Professor, Political Science
“This project has forced me to develop 
clear-cut goals and objectives that have 
now been defined in such a way that I 
can measure them. Along with teaching 
me how to self-evaluate my teaching, the 
project has also helped to improve my 
teaching.”
Kevin Lee, 
Research Assistant Professor, Physics 
and Astronomy
“My Peer Review experience encouraged 
me to finally get rid of having lectures 
in my classroom. I don’t think I will ever 
lecture in a course again. I spend my 
preparation time making worksheets 
continued on page 139
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and peer instruction materials rather than 
lectures. I made the leap to a 100% student-
centered pedagogy because of my peer review 
experiences. It made me completely aware of 
how little my students were learning.”
Patrice McMahon, 
Assistant Professor, Political Science
 “The project required me to be very conscious 
about how I was designing a syllabus, how 
I was evaluating students, and how I was 
approaching my teaching. It serves as a 
foundation on which my colleagues and I often 
start discussions about teaching and learning.”
Marilynn Schnepf, 
Chair and Professor, Nutrition and Health 
Sciences
“I am now more concerned with the question 
‘How do I know if students are learning what I 
want them to learn?’ I use more minute papers 
in class to gauge student learning through their 
comments. I have tried to tie objectives more 
closely to activities. I am not sure if student 
learning has been impacted yet. I feel that the 
course is more coherent and learning activities 
are more closely tied together.”
Christine Marvin, 
Associate Professor, Special Education and 
Communication Disorders
“Through my participation, I was amazed 
and embarrassed to discover that I had 
course objectives I never taught, I had course 
objectives I taught but never assessed, I had 
course objectives I assessed and never taught, 
and I had material I taught and assessed 
but never listed as a course objective. By 
reorganizing the goals of my course, developing 
rubrics for evaluating student work, and 
assessing my classroom activities, I now have a 
focused approach for linking my teaching to my 
students’ learning.”
continued from page 138
www.unl.edu/resources/6-16






implementation	of	the	recommendations	of	the	Transitions to the University Task Force report	or	






























•		Blackboard Brown Bag: Meet the Newest Blackboard Team Member Heath Tuttle, 









College of Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources Winter 
Teaching and Learning Workshop
For many years the College of Agricultural 
Sciences and Natural Resources has 
supported a winter workshop on teaching 
and learning. In recent years, the faculty 
planning committee has broadened the 
invitation to the workshop to the rest of the 
UNL campus and post-secondary institutions 
across the state. The committee includes 
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources faculty and a representative from 
UNL’s Academy of Distinguished Teachers, 
the lead faculty development administrator 
for the Southeast Community College System 
and a Cooperative Extension educator. At the 
2005 winter workshop, more than 70 faculty 
from post-secondary institutions explored 
the topic, “Teaching the New Generation of 
Learners.” The 2006 session attracted 105 
faculty from post-secondary institutions to 
a session titled “Does Technology Improve 
Learning?” A keynote on the future of 
technology set the stage for concurrent 
workshops on podcasting, personal 
response system/clickers, discussion boards, 
online portfolios, working with images 
and documents for Blackboard, online 
communication with Breeze and a 3D virtual 
reality system demonstration.
www.unl.edu/resources/6-18www.unl.edu/resources/6-17
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course	development grant proposal. 
The Department of Instructional Design and Development staff, experienced in distance education 
instructional technologies and teaching, provides support to faculty developing distance delivered 
courses, learning modules and instructional materials by:
•  Consulting on course design and structure, as well as providing individual hands-on 
development and production support;
• Identifying teaching strategies that are effective in a technology environment and 
providing information about online and/or distance teaching and design best practices;
•  Supporting faculty during the delivery of the online course or module, helping 
implement strategies that increase student interaction and discussion while keeping 
workloads manageable;
•  Supporting the development of online or other distance media instructional materials, 
such as presentations of content, assignment instructions, work study group spaces, 
activities and quizzes, surveys and so on; and
•  Helping to structure and produce interactive, multimedia learning objects, graphics, 
simulations, and video and audio elements.
The Office of Graduate 
Studies provides a variety 
of programs to prepare 
graduate students to take on 
teaching roles, both now and 
in their future careers. 
• The Annual Fall Workshop for 
Graduate Teaching Assistants (in its 
17th year in 2006)
• Preparing Future Faculty Program
• Spring Graduate Student Professional 
Development Workshops
• Institute for International Teaching 
Assistants
Chapter Six: Ensuring Student Learning and Teaching Effectiveness
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Fulfillment of Core Component 3b: The value that UNL places on effective teaching is reflected 
in both informal statements of chancellors and faculty committees and in the support structure for 
teaching that is in place. Several programs provide recognition for high-quality teaching and bring 
attention to the importance of teaching on campus. A wide range of support services, including 
the national-award-winning Peer Review of Teaching Project, is provided for faculty who wish to 
continue to improve their teaching. Internal grants are available to faculty for a variety of  projects 
relative to the enhancement of teaching and learning.
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Core Component 3c.






































Davy Crockett worked with Lawrence 
Harshman, associate professor in 
the School of Biological Sciences, on 
reproductive processes in fruit flies in 
Crockett's UCARE project.
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110 Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources
12 Architecture
116 Arts and Sciences
191 Business Administration
50 Education and Human Sciences
197 Engineering 
13 Fine and Performing Arts
3 General Studies
5 Graduate Studies
17 Journalism and Mass Communications
50 Public Affairs and Community Service 
(program administered by UNO)
Table	6.3	UNL	Internships/Co-ops	by	College	
(AY	2003-04)
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•		The Academic Support Series—a	series	of	study	skills	and	motivational	workshops	
designed	to	support	various	areas	of	student	development.
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Fulfillment of Core Component 3c: To meet the special learning interests of the wide variety of students 
who attend UNL, a range of noteworthy programs and learning environments has been developed. Special 
attention is given to providing students with opportunities for research experiences and to apply what they 
are learning in practical settings through field experiences. Several types of residential learning programs are 
available to students who wish to take advantage of the learning dynamics they provide. The quality of the 
learning environment at UNL has been recognized nationally by the American Association of Colleges 
and Universities. 
Core Component 3d.
The organization’s learning resources support 
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•		Modern Languages and Literature Tutoring Center.	This	center	offers	tutoring	in	all	the	
languages	taught	at	UNL.
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Support	Services,	Education	Opportunity	Centers,	Ronald	McNair	Post-Baccalaureate	
Achievement	Program	and	Upward	Bound	Math/Science.	[www.unl.edu/resources/6-40]




















•		Writing Assistance for CBA Students.	The	E.J.	Faulkner	Small	Group	Writing	Lab	is	
designed	to	help	College	of	Business	Administration	faculty	incorporate	language	
instruction	into	selected	courses.	[www.unl.edu/resources/6-42]
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University	of	Iowa	 9% 10% 11% 11% 11% 11% 11%
University	of	Kansas	 11% 10% 10% 10% 10% 12% 13%
Univ.	of	Missouri	-	Columbia	 22% 10% 11% 10% 11% 12% 14%
Univ. of Nebraska - Lincoln 14% 14% 14% 14% 13% 14% 14%
Univ.	of	Minnesota	-	Twin	Cities	 13% 17% 16% 18% 17% 15% 16%
University	of	Colorado	-	Boulder	 16% 15% 14% 16% 16% 17% 16%
Ohio	State	University	-	Columbus	 17% 17% 17% 17% 18% 18% 17%
Colorado	State	University	 20% 18% 17% 18% 18% 16% 18%
Purdue	Univ.	-	West	Lafayette	(IN) 16% 17% 18% 17% 16% 19% 19%
Iowa	State	University	 18% 17% 19% 21% 21% 19% 20%
Univ.	of	Illinois-Urbana-Champaign 17% 18% 18% 19% 18% 11% 20%
Table	6.4	Percent	of	UNL	Classes	with	50	or	More	Students	Compared	to	Peers	(Fall	semester	1998-2004)	(Source:	
U.S.	News	and	World	Report)
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Table.	6.5	Percent	of	UNL	Classes	with	20	or	Fewer	Students	Compared	to	Peers	(Fall	semester,	
1998-2004)	(Source:	U.S.	News	and	World	Report)

























University	of	Iowa	 44% 48% 45% 46% 47% 46% 49%
University	of	Colorado	-	Boulder	 45% 45% 46% 48% 46% 43% 45%
Univ.	of	Minnesota	-	Twin	Cities	 60% 51% 53% 47% 42% 50% 44%
Univ.	of	Missouri	-	Columbia	 25% 54% 52% 56% 52% 51% 44%
Ohio	State	University	-	Columbus	 41% 43% 45% 44% 44% 43% 43%
Colorado	State	University	 30% 36% 39% 39% 39% 35% 37%
Purdue	Univ.	-	West	Lafayette	(IN) 38% 36% 32% 36% 36% 36% 36%
Univ. of Nebraska - Lincoln 38% 38% 37% 36% 36% 32% 34%
Iowa	State	University	 32% 37% 36% 33% 35% 35% 33%
Univ.	of	Illinois-Urbana-Champaign 29% 29% 32% 30% 30% 38% 33%
University	of	Kansas	 42% 43% 40% 42% 42% 29% 32%









































Interest Sessions for 2005 
Mid-semester Check
Finding A Major Right For Me 
Larry Routh/Jake Kirkland 
Do any of these statements describe you? 
I picked a major but now I am not sure it’s 
right for me. I want to find a major that 
fits my career goal. I don’t have a major or 
career goal. Come to our session to see how 
you can find answers to your academic and 
career concerns. 
Surviving College Math 
Cheryl Kane 
This session will cover: General expectations 
of an “entry-level” course, how to study for 
exams, how to know when you’re “in trouble,” 
where to find help when you need it and how 
to combat test anxiety.
Research - Just do it! 
Laura Damuth 
Find out how you can be a part of faculty 
research at UNL. Through the UCARE 
program, you can work alongside faculty on 
their research or creative activities. Find out 
about opportunities to extend your learning 
outside of the classroom and learn more 
about what faculty do besides teach!
Study Abroad? Me? 
Christa Joy 
Hear a lively and informative presentation 
from students who have expanded their 
horizons by studying abroad. Where did they 
go? Why did they do it? How you can do it 
too. UNL International Affairs offers study 
abroad programs in countries all over the 
world from two weeks to a full semester or 
year. Come learn more about it.
continued on page 163 
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Finding Success in the Large Classroom: 
Understanding the View 
C.W. McLaughlin 
Have you ever sat through a large 
class and wondered what the professor 
had covered? This session will help you 
identify strategies to focus on the faculty’s 
message. See what you can do to make the 
large classroom experience meaningful, 
interesting and successful.
University Honor Societies 
Michelle Howell 
What are the steps you should take as a 
new student to achieve membership in one 
of the top honoraries for UNL students? 
Learn from present members so you can 
develop a plan. 
The Next Step: Spring Semester 
Don Gregory 
Advisers will be present to answer your 
questions and provide advice on what to 
do next to ensure you are on the track 
toward a timely graduation and meeting 
your career objectives. Your questions 
about spring semester advising and 
class registration will be answered and 
tips provided for a successful working 
relationship with your adviser.
Academic Success 
Cal Garbin 
What steps do you need to take to achieve 
your goals at UNL? Identify strategies 
necessary for success as you manage your 
new academic demands. How do you put it 
all together: study skills, time management, 
note taking and test taking? This session 
will help you develop a plan for success.
1. Dual computer platforms–(Macintosh and PC) connected to the 




5. CD player/DVD player (may be installed in computer)
6. Audio system
7. Closed captioning decoder
8. Software including: current operating system with any 
maintenance or service patches installed, Microsoft Office suite 
and web browsers. The classroom support team will install 
specialized software if a department maintains a current software 
license and the software does not conflict with the standard 
installation.
9. Teaching station with necessary equipment such as keyboards, 
mice, and remote controls within easy reach.
continued from page 162
www.unl.edu/resources/6-44
Figure	6.9	Checklist	of	Equipment	for	Small	Classrooms	or	Seminar	Rooms
continued on page 164 
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Mid-Semester Check Sessions
Writing for College 
Heather Camp 
This session will provide some general 
advice to first-year students for making 
a successful transition from writing for 
high school to writing for college. It will 
also provide information about how to get 
assistance with writing on campus.
Time Management 
Ann Koopmann 
There are specific tools you can use to help 
manage your everyday tasks successfully. 
Planning projects and papers to fill in with 
your exams will even out the work load and 
result in a more meaningful approach to 
college.
Tools for Success: Using Blackboard 
Ron Roeber/Paul Erickson 
Blackboard is a communication tool used 
by many faculty at UNL. This session will 
provide you with ideas to use Blackboard  
to its fullest. Discussion threads, group 
projects, digital drop boxes, taking exams 
and communicating with professors will be 
included in this presentation.
Academic Opportunities & Support 
Rita Kean
How to move from high school to college 
successfully using the academic resources 
available will be the focus of the session. 
Resource Rooms, Supplemental Instruction 
and OASIS’s Success Lab will be described 
along with the attitude to excel.
1. Dual computer platforms–(Macintosh and PC) connected to the campus 
network and the Internet.
 2. Document camera
 3. Videocassette recorder/player
 4. DVD player
 5. CD player
 6. Laserdisc player
 7. Wireless microphone
 8. Audio system
 9. Video switcher
10. Room automation system to control projection, screen, audio/video systems 
and room lighting. Equipment is controlled using a touch panel located on the 
instructor’s desk.
11. Video projection
12. 35mm slide projector
13. Hearing assistance devices
14. Closed captioning decoder
15. Local phone service
16. Software including: current operating system with maintenance or service 
patches installed, Microsoft Office suite and web browsers. The classroom 
support team will install specialized software if a department maintains a 
current software license and the software does not conflict with the standard 
installation.
17. Teaching station with necessary equipment such as keyboards, mice and 
remote controls within easy reach.
18. Installation may also include closed-circuit television.
Figure	6.10	Checklist	of	Equipment	for	Large	Classrooms	or	Lecture	Hallscontinued from page 163
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Instructional Technology Group 
The Instructional Technology Group works 
to create a strong link between technology 
and pedagogy at UNL. Its mission is to 
develop, promote and support the use 
of technology for teaching and learning. 
Among its projects are: 
•  encouraging faculty to experiment 
with using technology to enhance 
learning;
•  supporting faculty and staff 
in creating and implementing 
interactive multimedia projects 
through the New Media Center;
•  supporting the MyUNL (Blackboard) 
initiative;
•  supporting Web services and 
streaming media;
•  supporting video conferencing 
services;
•  planning and conducting faculty/
staff technology workshops;
•  planning and conducting free 
student technology training 
workshops; and
•  maintaining, supporting and 
updating computer labs and 
multimedia and distance learning 
classrooms.
























Fulfillment of Core Component 3d: A wide variety of specialized support services are available to UNL 
students and faculty to support student learning and effective teaching. Most student resources provide 
tutoring in specific content areas or access to materials and technology to support their academic work. The 
libraries are an important and effective resource for faculty, students and staff. The importance of student 
advising has been recognized by UNL colleges through the establishment of professional advising centers 
and encouragement to improve advising is provided by internal grant funding. Considerable attention has 
been given to upgrading the technology available in classrooms throughout the campus with the result that 
faculty and students now have up-to-date technology available to them in almost all classrooms, and UNL 
systematically reviews new technologies and software to support teaching and learning for possible campus-
wide adoption. 
www.unl.edu/resources/6-45
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7CHAPTER		SEVENPromoting Knowledge, Inquiry and Learning
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7 The University serves the people 
of Nebraska and the common 
good through learning, teaching, 
extension work, research, 
scholarship, and public service. 
Fulfillment of these functions 
requires the preservation of 
intellectual freedoms of teaching, 
expression, research, and debate. 
The right to search for truth, to 
support a position the searcher 
believes is the truth, and to 
disagree with others whose 
intellect reaches a different 
conclusion is the fiber of America’s 
greatness. It is, likewise, the 
strength of a great University, and 
its preservation is vital. 




Criterion 4: Acquisition, Discovery and Application of 
Knowledge. The organization promotes a life of learn-
ing for its faculty, administration, staff, and students by 
fostering and supporting inquiry, creativity, practice, and 


































The organization demonstrates, through the actions of its 
board, administrators, students, faculty, and staff, that it 
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View from Love Library, south to downtown.
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of	2.0	or	better	(25	percent	earned	a	GPA	of	3.0	or	better)	and	41	are	still	enrolled	at	UNL.	
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 Fulfillment of Core Component 4a: Evidence that the University of Nebraska–Lincoln values a life of 
learning is demonstrated through our extensive programs and activities that encourage learning and personal 
and professional development among our faculty, staff, students and the larger university community. Programs 
are specially tailored to meet demonstrated needs and interests with a rich array of opportunities readily 
available to interested parties. Large numbers of students, faculty, and staff take advantage of these programs. 
Learning is what we do.
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Core Component 4b. 
The organization demonstrates that acquisition of a 
breadth of knowledge and skills and the exercise of intel-



































“Archie” the mammoth marks the entrance of the University of Nebraska 
State Museum.
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creation	of	trusted	repositories	for	electronic	resources.	Online	journals	include	The Willa Cather 
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Indicators of UNL Faculty, Staff and Student Engagement































































The university has worked with the 
Gallup® Organization since 2002 to 
assess the campus climate. We were 
the first higher education institution 
to engage Gallup® in this manner. 
Gallup® uses two proprietary 
survey instruments, the Q12® and 
the I10™, in which 23 questions 
assess organizational climate issues. 
Approximately 74 percent of eligible 
UNL employees responded to the 
survey in 2004.
“This last year I have had 
opportunities at work to learn and 
grow.” 3.82 
“There is someone at work who 
encourages my development.” 3.46 
“At work I am encouraged to use 
my unique talents.” 3.58 
(N=3,810; total eligible=5,117)
Note: Items are on a five-point Likert 
scale from “highly disagree” (1) to 
“highly agree” (5).
All questions are copyrighted by Gallup® 
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Figure	7.2	Graduate,	Professional,	and	Post-Doctoral	Index	of	Graduates’	Success	on	Professional	Licensure	Exams









Construction	Management 11/4/04 80% 67% 13%
Construction	Management 4/2/05 78% 60% 18%
Praxis	Specialty	Exam	for		
Speech-Language	Pathology	^





Clinical	Psychology 7/	1	/04 100% ^
State	Bar	Examination Law 2/1/04 80% 33% 47%
Law 7/1/04 87% 83% 4%
Registered	Dietitian	Exam Nutrition	&	Health	Sciences 12/1/04 72% 81% -9%
SOA	Course	1	Exam Actuarial	Science 5/1/04 34% 39% -4%
Actuarial	Science 11/1/04 40% 37% 3%
SOA	Course	2	Exam Actuarial	Science 5/1/04 23% 28% -5%
																						 Actuarial	Science																																									 11/1/04 	70% 42% 29%
SOA	Course	3	Exam Actuarial	Science 5/1/04 	50%	 36% 14%
Actuarial	Science 11/1/04	 14% 42% -28%
SOA	Course	4	Exam Actuarial	Science 5/1/04 100% 52% 48%
Actuarial	Science 11/1/04 78% 51% 26%
Fundamentals	of	Engineering	
Examination
Agricultural	Engineering 10/1/04 75% 81% -6%
Architectural	Engineering 10/1/04 89% 57% 32%
Biological	Systems	Engineering 10/1/04 100% 81% 19%
Chemical	Engineering 10/1/04 100% 86% 14%
Civil	Engineering 10/1/04 88% 76% 12%
Computer	Engineering 10/1/04 100% 78% 22%
Electrical	Engineering 10/1/04 100% 77% 23%
Industrial	Engineering 10/1/04 100% 68% 32%
Mechanical	Engineering 10/1/04 90% 82% 8%
^	National	pass	rates	are	not	available	for	these	exams.
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Fulfillment of Core Component 4b: The commitment of UNL to the acquisition of a breadth of knowledge 
and skills and the exercise of intellectual inquiry can be seen in its research enterprise, defined broadly to include 
educational programs and activities ranging from the fine arts to the hard sciences. Nationally and internationally, 
significant scholarly work is taking place in an impressive range of fields. UNL faculty are highly engaged in the 
process of inquiry and this engagement provides a vital character to the university. Faculty, staff and students receive 
recognition for their work and continued learning. The quality of inquiry and acquisition of knowledge and skills 
in which students are engaged is attested to by their strong performance on national professional and licensure 
examinations.
Core Component 4c.
The organization assesses the usefulness of its curricula to 
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Hispanic 16,699 16,014 15,832 15,661 15,642 15,623 15,688 15,370 14,713 14,505
American Indian/
Alaska Native  65  71  67  69  94  85  62  81  89  102 
Asian/Pacific 
Islander  331  369  360  369  377  387  432  443  421  447 
Black, non-
Hispanic  344  348  339  350  376  369  369  384  359  378 
Hispanic  279  278  247  291  299  313  330  359  401  456 
Nonresident 
alien  535  536  517  460  498  550  565  468  483  463 
Race/ethnicity 
unknown  701  630  591  604  682  658  672  746  671  686 





























































focuses in UNL Colleges
College of Agricultural Sciences and 
Natural Resources: Promotes study 
abroad experiences; articulated a 
minor in international affairs; added 
an intern position in International 
Agriculture and Rural Development, 
established a faculty associate to the 
Office of International Affairs and 
established a college task force.
College of Architecture: Semester-
abroad programs have a long history 
in the college, particularly in London. 
Links with Asia, particularly China, are 
being explored to take advantage of 
faculty contacts in the region.
College of Arts and Sciences: 
Graduate programs in science and 
math attract international graduate 
students; programs in modern 
languages promote study abroad 
experiences; established program in 
human rights and human diversity 
and emerging program in indigenous 
peoples have potential to students; 
Global Classroom Initiative brings 
teachers and students together via 
video-conferencing.
College of Business Administration: 
Signature programs include Pan 
Pacific conference organized by 
a faculty member; student study-
abroad experiences; U.S. Agency for 
International Development grants 
funded development of an M.B.A. 
program in Albania; faculty have 
consulted with governments of former 
Soviet satellites; faculty Fulbright 
scholars.
continued on page 197
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College of Education and Human 
Sciences: International research in 
public health, adolescent behavior; 
family strengths; children; new 
immigrant business development; 
textile and quilt studies; foreign 
language learning.
College of Engineering: 
Developing strategic partnerships 
with international institutions to 
promote reciprocal student-faculty 
exchanges, research collaboration 
and graduate student recruitment.
Hixson-Lied College of Fine and 
Performing Arts: Established an 
exchange program with a theatre 
training school in Moscow, Russia; 
conducted archeological research 
in Turkey; faculty and student 
musical performances in Czech 
Republic, Spain, England, France 
and Malaysia.
College of Journalism: Encourages 
study-abroad experiences; 
capstone courses with international 
component (Cuba, France, 
Sri Lanka); partnerships with 
institutions in Norway, Ethiopia, 
Kosovo, Tanzania, Sudan and 
Bolivia.
College of Law: Co-sponsors study-
abroad experiences in England and 
Ireland; courses in international 
law; faculty with research interests 
in international jurisprudence.
continued from page 196
www.unl.edu/resources/7-46
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•	 College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources.	Requires	Agricultural	Science	
271,	the	course	description	of	which	states,	“Offers	International	focus-learn	about	
someone	different	from	you.”	









•	 College of Business Administration.	Requires	all	majors	to	take	one	international-focus	
class	offered	outside	the	college	and	fulfill	university	general	education	requirements.	
•	 College of Education and Human Sciences.	Requires	majors	to	take	Human	Relations	330,	
which	focuses	on	multicultural	issues,	and	a	course	in	Race,	Ethnicity,	Gender	and	Class.	
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•	 College of Engineering.	Mandates	a	course	titled	“Appreciation	of	Global	Issues.”	




•	 College of Journalism and Mass Communications.	Works	to	infuse	diversity	issues	into	
every	class.	Over	the	past	several	years,	a	select	group	of	news-editorial	majors	have	
traveled	to	Cuba,	France	and	Sri	Lanka	as	part	of	a	depth-reporting	experience.	
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Fulfillment of Core Component 4c: UNL has taken a variety of measures to assure the usefulness of our 
curricula for students who will work in a global, diverse and technological society. A great variety of curricular 
programs for students and professional development programs for faculty, staff, and students directly address 
this goal. Program and college accreditation processes assess our effectiveness in preparing students for a diverse 
and technological world. The NSSE data also provides some useful information about students’ perceptions 
of their preparation. The current work aimed at revising the university’s general education program is a very 
important undertaking for many reasons; the program now in development will focus directly on the outcomes 
specified in 4c and provide better information on student learning outcomes in these arenas. 
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Core Component 4d.
The organization provides support to ensure that faculty, 
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Fulfillment of Core Component 4d: Appropriate policies and safeguards are in place to direct, monitor and 
ensure the responsible acquisition, discovery and application of knowledge by UNL faculty, staff, and students. 
A lack of identified problems in this area suggests that these measures work. In addition, programs that 
emphasize the study of ethics and promote ethical practice are supported at UNL.
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8
The land-grant tradition 
creates for the University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln a special 
statewide responsibility to serve 
the needs of Nebraska and its 
citizens. In addition, many of its 
service aspects extend to regional, 
national, and international 
clientele. Special units such 
as Extended Education and 
Outreach, and the Cooperative 
Extension Division have specific 
responsibilities to bring the 
teaching and research resources of 
the University to a wider clientele. 
Through Cooperative Extension’s 
partnership with federal, state, 
and county agencies, UNL has 
continued on page 210
Chapter	Eight:
Engagement	and	Service
Criterion 5: Engagement and Service. As called for by 
its mission, the organization identifies its 
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 continued from page 209
an outreach program in each 
county in the state. Moreover, 
all units of the University have 
a service and outreach mission. 
To help accomplish this mission, 
UNL delivers educational services 
through diverse ways including 
telecommunications methods and 
as a participant in the development 
of regional educational centers 
especially in those areas where it 
has statewide responsibilities. The 
University recognizes its obligation 
to extend the resources of the 
University beyond the campus and 
throughout the State. Serving the 
needs of Nebraska requires more 
than responding to the felt needs of 
the time. UNL must be visionary 
in its planning and must help the 
citizens of the state prepare for 
the future as well as deal with the 
present. 
 









The organization learns from the constituencies it 
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Counties and Cities in black
Year of UNL Chancellor visits in red










































Constituency Advisory Boards 
and Committees
Nebraska Actuaries Club Committee 
Lied CPA Advisory Board 
Sheldon Advisory Board 
Friends of the Libraries of UNL
Friends of the (University of Nebraska State) Museum
Friends of the Mary Riepma Ross Media Arts Center 
The Nebraska Repertory Theatre Advisory Board 
Friends of Opera 
The Hixson-Lied Advisory Board 
College of Business Administration Advisory Board 
The School of Accountancy Advisory Board 
Professional Advisory Council (PAC) for the College of Architecture 
The College of Architecture Friends Association (CAFA) 
College of Education and Human Sciences Professional Education  
 Council 
Buros Institute for Mental Measurements National Advisory   
 Group  
The Hixson-Lied College Alumni Advisory Board 
Lied Center Advisory Board 
Extension Advisory Committee 
Agricultural Research Division Advisory Council 
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources Alumni  
 Board 
Community Youth and Family Partners 
Extended Education and Outreach Statewide Advisory Council 
Independent Study High School Advisory Council 
Research and Extension Centers advisory boards 
College of Engineering Advisory Board 
Computer Science and Engineering Industry Advisory Panel 
Architectural Engineering Advisory Committee 
Department of Electrical Engineering External Advisory Board 
Chemistry Industrial Advisory Board 
Communications Department Advisory Council 
Geosciences Alumni Advisory Board 
School of Natural Resources External Advisory Committee 
Latino Research Initiative Advisory Board 
Nebraska Annual Social Indicators Survey Advisory Board
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Lied Center for Performing Arts
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Fulfillment of Core Component 5a: UNL learns from its constituents in the state through visits to 
communities, a multitude of advisory boards, listening sessions throughout the state, follow-up questionnaires 
to graduates and special surveys to gather opinions on specific topics. Students carry out an active student 
government operation and serve on important university committees. They also have their own newspaper 
and radio station that provide opportunity for comment on many topics. Regents’ bylaws require that all 
courses have provisions for student evaluations of their quality.
www.unl.edu/resources/8-4
www.unl.edu/resources/8-3
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 Core Component 5b.
The organization has the capacity and the commitment to engage 











































































The International Quilt Study Center has organized more 
than 20 comprehensive quilt exhibitions that have traveled 
to more than 50 locations throughout the United States 
and internationally. The center’s collections have grown to 
include nearly 2,000 quilts representing 14 countries.
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Research-based Information on 
Business in Nebraska
The Bureau of Business Research provides 
relevant information and insightful data 
on economic conditions in Nebraska, 
the Great Plains, and the United States 
as a general service to individuals and 
businesses in the state. The bureau 
also provides economists with practical 
opportunities to conduct applied 
economic research and trains students of 
economics and business in the conduct 
of applied research on timely economic 
and business topics. The bureau is 
continuously identifying and undertaking 
economic research projects of value for 
both government agencies and private 
organizations (business organizations and 
non-profit foundations), as well as internal 
units of the university. The projects are 
funded, demonstrating that the services 
are valued by the constituencies that 
sponsor the projects.  Recent examples 
include, “The Impact of Growth on Quality 
of Life and Fiscal  Conditions in Lincoln, 
Nebraska” (2005) and a study of the 
potential for recycling programs to be 
used in smaller Nebraska cities (2005). The 
bureau’s quarterly publication, Business 
in Nebraska, has examined topics such as 
“Business Priorities for  Reducing the Cost 
of Doing Business in Nebraska: Recent 
Results and Industry Differences.”








Nebraska Lied Main Street Program
The	Main	Street	Program	serves	10	to	12	Main	Street	Communities	throughout	the	state	annually	in	partnership	with	the	
Nebraska	Historical	Society,	Department	of	Roads	and	the	Department	of	Economic	Development.
College of Law 
Two	community	service,	practice	development	courses	in	the	College	of	Law	provide	litigation	experience	for	students.
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•		Nebraska	Ecology	—	Discover	how	Nebraska’s	community	of	plants,	animals,	and		 	 	 	
microorganisms	depend	on	each	other	for	survival.	Grades	K-3	







        Morrill Hall and 
Mueller Planetarium   59,060 
Ashfall   18,581 
Trailside   8,541 
TOTAL   86,182 
Figure	8.2	Attendance	at	the	University	of	
Nebraska	State	Museum	(FY	2005)











































from the Distance 
Education Program 
“I have thoroughly enjoyed my 
program at Nebraska-Lincoln. 
I enrolled at Lincoln for several 
reasons: A quality faculty that is 
highly credentialed, the professors 
take an interest in their students 
personally, and I can set my own 
hours and still have time for work 
and family.”
 -Jeff Thelander, M.Ed. in Educational 
Administration, December 200 
 
“It gave me an opportunity to get 
my degree from a university with 
a recognizable name without 
relocating or traveling great 
distances to attend. The services of 
a distance program preserved the 
traveling time which would have 
otherwise taken more time away 
from family, community, and work 
in addition to the time consumed by 
studies themselves.”
 -Chris Wasik, MBA, Summer 200 
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UNL Advanced Scholars  
Course Offerings - Spring 2006 
Entomology 115: Insect Biology 
Food Science and Technology 131: The  
 Science of Food 
Animal Science 210: Animal Products 
Psychology 181: Introduction to Psychology 
Political Science 104: Contemporary 
Foreign Governments and Their Problems 
Political Science 160: International  
 Relations
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Fulfillment of Core Component 5b: Befitting its status as a land-grant institution, the University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln is highly engaged in providing service to a wide variety of constituents. There are a number 
of organizations within UNL with the primary mission of engagement and service. In addition, each college 
produces activities that are important to the citizens of Nebraska and, in many instances, to a national or even 
international audience as well. These activities are closely tied to the work of the university in research and 
teaching. 
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 Core Component 5c.
The organization demonstrates its responsiveness to those 
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•		Biological Processing Development Facility.	Uses	recombinant	proteins	for	production	of	
vaccines	for	both	Phase	I/II	clinical	trials	and	biodefense.	
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Service	asked	to	use	4-H	camp	facilities	as	a	staging	area	and	command	center.	The	camp	staff	
assisted	by	providing	meals	and	sleeping	quarters	for	the	fire	crew.



























Fulfillment of Core Component 5c: UNL faculty and programs respond vigorously to important needs that 
arise in the state, bringing the research and teaching capabilities of the university to bear to solve important 
problems and to prepare people throughout the state to be more successful in their work and personal 
endeavors. UNL has been noted particularly for its research and engagement contributions to the food 
industry, especially related to health and security issues.
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Core Component 5d.
Internal and external constituencies value the services 














Surveys and Listening Sessions Conducted by the Institute 
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SCHOOL 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln 17% 19% 23% 26% 25% 23% 22%
University	of	Kansas	 16% 15% 14% 14% 14% 17% 21%
Purdue	Univ.	-	West	Lafayette	(IN) 16% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 18%
Iowa	State	University	 17% 17% 17% 17% 16% 16% 16%
University	of	Iowa	 12% 13% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15%
Ohio	State	University	-	Columbus	 14% 17% 17% 18% 17% 16% 15%
Univ.	of	Minnesota	-	Twin	Cities	 8% 9% 9% 11% 11% 11% 11%
Colorado	State	University	 11% 10% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10%
University	of	Colorado	-	Boulder	 12% 13% 13% 13% 12% 11% 10%
Univ.	of	Illinois-Urbana-	Champaign 23% 14% 14% 13% 12% 12% 10%
Univ.	of	Missouri	-	Columbia	 16% 13% 12% 11% 10% 8% 9%
Figure	8.5	Rate	of	UNL	Alumni	Giving	Compared	to	Peers	(2000-2006)
www.unl.edu/resources/8-9
Fulfillment of Core Component 5d: Throughout this self-study, evidence of the value constituents place on 
the University of Nebraska–Lincoln has been provided. The high participation of Nebraskans in the teaching 
and service programs of the university indicates that these programs meet their needs. The financial support 
for the university, both through state tax and private sources, is another indicator. Dedicated participation of 
constituents in the multitude of advisory groups sponsored by the university is further evidence of the value they 
place on the university. Survey data and testimonials collected by specific programs of the university attest as well 
to the quality of the work of the university as perceived by our constituents.
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The traditional view of a university as a 
gathering of young people in a residential 
community where knowledge was 
discovered, preserved and disseminated 
was undergoing change, perhaps 
transformation. New kinds of students in 
many locations now asked for what they 
thought a university could provide, some 
of it hardly above instruction in trades. 
The new president and his board might 
well have to reshape higher education, 
providing immediately useful training 
without neglecting the philosophical 
underpinnings of higher education. The 
increasing demands on the University 
for transferable technology and the 
availability of private funding for 
directed research threatened to modify 
the historically independent mission of 
higher education. In a competitive world 
where intellectual skills were in both 
practical and ideal demand, the future 
shape of higher education would be 
wonderful to observe. Opportunities in 
Nebraska had not yet been exhausted. 
Robert Knoll 
Prairie University, 1995 , Page 189  (Describing the 
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What have we learned in doing 
the self-study?
We	learned	several	important	lessons	as	we	developed	the	self-study.




















Excellence in the undergraduate teaching mission is of 



















Efforts to redevelop our general education program hold 
promise to prepare all UNL students to live and work in a 











From its very beginning we have advocated diversity in 
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We must seek the most successful ways to communicate 











Since our last accreditation visit, we have worked harder to establish 





How have we met the accreditation criteria?
We	have	summarized	briefly	below	the	major	ways	in	which	the	University	of	Nebraska–Lincoln	
has	met	and	continues	to	meet	accreditation	criteria.






Chapter Nine: Retrospect and Prospect
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Our relationship with the state is one in which the state 
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We have initiated an academic strategic planning process to capitalize on this 




What do we see for the years ahead?
The	environment	in	which	higher	education	is	working	is	changing	markedly	and	rapidly.	Among	
the	developments	that	must	get	our	attention	are	these:















Freshman Year: What a Professor Learned by Becoming a Student	and	Richard	Light’s	
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Table	A-1	Faculty	and	Staff	involved	in	the	Self-Study
Steering Committee  Members Position
Harvey Perlman Chancellor
Barbara Couture Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
John Owens VC & VP for Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
James Griesen VC, Student Affairs (Retired June 30, 2006)
Juan Franco VC, Student Affairs (July 1, 2006)
Christine Jackson VC, Business and Finance
Prem Paul VC, Research
William Nunez Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Linda Crump Director, Equity, Access & Diversity Programs
DeLynn Hay Program leader, UNL Extension
Richard Hoffmann Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Rita Kean Dean, Undergraduate Studies
Jeffrey Keown Academic Planning Committee representative
Mary Beck President, Academic Senate
Ben Keele Association of Students of the University of Nebraska
Edward Paquette Director, Alumni Association
David Wilson Associate VC, Academic Affairs
James O’Hanlon Special Assistant
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Task Force Members Unit
Criterion 1
Herbert Howe Office of the Chancellor
Evelyn Jacobson Associate VC, Academic Affairs
Steven Waller IANR, Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Criterion 2
Susan Fritz IANR, Associate VC
Alan Cerveny Dean, Admissions 
Kent Hendrickson Director, Information Services
Christine Jackson VC, Business and Finance
Jeffrey Keown Academic Planning Committee representative
Ronald Roeber Associate VC, Academic Affairs
Cynthia Milligan Dean, College of Business Administration
William Nunez Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Criterion 3 
Patrice Berger Director, Honors Program
Susan Fritz IANR
Jessica Jonson Undergraduate Studies & Assessment
Rita Kean Dean, Undergraduate Studies
David Keck Director, J.D. Edwards Honors Program
Marjorie Kostelnik Dean, College of Education and Human Sciences
Will Norton Dean, College of Journalism and Mass Communications
David Wilson Associate VC, Academic Affairs
Criterion 4  
David Allen Dean, College of Engineering 
Joan Giesecke Dean, University Libraries
Chuck Hibberd Director, Panhandle Research & Extension Center
Richard Hoffmann Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Patrick McBride Office of Admissions
Barry Rosson Graduate Studies
Michael Zeleny Assistant VC, Office of Research
University of Nebraska–Lincoln 
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Criterion 5
Arnold Bateman Associate VC, Extended Education & Outreach
Rod Bates Director, University Television
DeLynn Hay Cooperative Extension 
Wayne Drummond Dean, College of Architecture
Giacomo Oliva Dean, Hixson-Lied College of Fine and Performing Arts
Edward Paquette Director, Alumni Association
Michelle Waite Office of the Chancellor
Assessment  
Peter Bleed College of Arts and Sciences
Susan Fritz IANR
Jessica Jonson Undergraduate Studies & Assessment
Jim Walter College of Education and Human Sciences
Progress Since 1997  
Richard Edwards Economics 
Herbert Howe Office of the Chancellor
Evelyn Jacobson Academic Affairs
Alan Moeller IANR, Assistant VC
Diversity  
Linda Crump Director, Equity, Access & Diversity Programs
Bruce Currin Assistant VC, Human Resources
Gina Matkin Nebraska Union
Marilyn Schnepf Nutrition & Health Sciences
Liaisons Academic Unit
Barry Rosson Research & Graduate Studies
Robert Fought Fine and Performing Arts
DeLynn Hay UNL Extension
Glenda Pierce Law
Gordon Karels Business Administration
Jessica Coope Arts and Sciences
Jessica Jonson Undergraduate Studies
Appendix A: How the Self-Study Was Conducted
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Jim Walter Education and Human Sciences
John Ballard Engineering
Mary Garbacz Journalism and Mass Communications
Nancy Busch Library
Susan Fritz Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Wayne Drummond Architecture
ZB Mayo Agricultural Research Division
Virtual Resource Room Development
Rebecca Carr Institutional Research and Planning
Brent Wilson Academic Affairs
David Wilson Academic Affairs
James O’Hanlon Special Assistant
BAPPENDIXGuide	to	the	Virtual	Resource	Room
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2-1	 A 2020 Vision: The Future of Research and Graduate   




2-5	 Intellectual Engagement and Achievement at UNL:   
 The report of the Blue Sky Task Force	
	 (Blue	Sky	Report)	2003
2-6	 Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher: The report   











Virtual Resource Room References in the Self-Study
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5-23	 A 2020 Vision: The Future of Research and Graduate   
 Education at UNL	(2020	Vision	document)
5-24	 Life Sciences at UNL,	Life	Sciences	Task	Force		 	
	 Report
5-25	 Intellectual Engagement and Achievement at UNL:   
 The report of the Blue Sky Task Force	
	 (Blue	Sky	Report)	2003
5-26	 Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher: The report   
 of the Transitions to University Task Force,		 	 	
	 (Transitions	Report)	2003
5-27	 Task	Force	Report	on	International	Initiatives




















6-9	 Intellectual Engagement and Achievement at UNL:   
 The report of the Blue Sky Task Force	
	 (Blue	Sky	Report)	2003
6-10	 Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher: The report   
 of the Transitions to University Task Force,		 	 	
	 (Transitions	Report)	2003
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7-3	 Board	of	Regents	Bylaws
7-4	 UNL	Research	Council
7-5	 Everyone a Learner, Everyone a Teacher: The report   
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Concern: “Despite improvement in the level of faculty salaries compared 













Concern: “Insufficient progress has been made in the implementation of 
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Concern: “There is limited progress in increasing the number of women in 
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Concern: “There is a need for financial support for information technology 
for faculty development, student use, technical support services, software, 
equipment, and maintenance.”







































Fall 20001 Fall 20011 Fall 2002 Fall 2003 Fall 2004 Fall 2005
Active courses2 65 480 1,094	(21%) 1,372	(27%) 2,100	(44%) 2,424	(49%)
Active faculty accounts3 100 450 710	(36%) 831	(42%) 1,214	(62%) 1,362	(69%)
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Usage 3,000	network	connections 26,500	network	connections 780%	
Investment $1,763,437 $2,578,000 48%
Campus Network
Usage 75	users 4,200	users 5,500%
Investment $4,000 $130,000 3,100%
Course Management 
System
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